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In July 2010, Mary Magdalene began â€œbeckoningâ€• to humanity through Mercedes Kirkel,
coming to her daily with essential instructions for our evolution into higher consciousness. Mary
Magdalene Beckons contains the full series of Maryâ€™s messages, together with Kirkelâ€™s
insightful commentary. These universal teachings help us:â€¢ Open our heartsâ€¢ Experience our
body, sexuality, and emotions as pathways to the Divineâ€¢ Allow pain to take us to Godâ€¢
Understand God as Masculine and Feminineâ€¢ Free us from judgment, blame, and limiting beliefs
â€¢ Experience the sacred partnership of the Divine Feminine and Masculine. While most books
about Mary focus on her life in past times, Mary Magdalene Beckons presents Mary as a wellspring
of contemporary wisdom and a shining example of the Sacred Feminine.Whether youâ€™re new to
Mary Magdaleneâ€™s teaching and compassion or a longtime admirer of hers, Mary Magdalene
Beckons is a gift to the heart.WINNER: Spirituality, Books of the Year AwardWINNER: New Age
Book, New Mexico-Arizona Book AwardsWINNER: Body Mind Spirit Book, Southwest Book Design
AwardHONORABLE MENTION, Religion/Philosophy Book, Readers Favorite Award
ContestFINALIST, Spirituality Book, National Indie Excellence Awards â€œMary Magdalene
Beckons offers helpful insights for creating balance and harmony between the Masculine and
Feminine within all of us. â€• â€”John Gray, author of "Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus"
"One of the most profound books of our day.â€• â€”Flo Aeveia Magdalena, author of "I Remember
Union"â€œIf you want to hear the real voice of Mary Magdalene, buy this book.â€• â€”Stuart Wilson
and Joanna Prentis, authors of "Power of the Magdalene"â€œAn uplifting guide to finding our hope
and redemption throughout our lives, 'Mary Magdalene Beckons' has a strong and positive
message, highly recommended.â€• â€”Midwest Book Reviewâ€œMercedes gives us an intelligent
and â€˜feelingfulâ€™ Magdalene who can guide us through transformative processes into greater
light and deeper love.â€• â€”Joan Norton, author of "The Mary Magdalene Within" â€œAn incredible
gift to help those who are going through difficult times. . . . A great deal of insight into â€¦ spiritual
beliefs.â€• â€”Seattle Post-Intelligencer Book Reviewâ€œAn outstanding spiritual, self-help book. . . .
[Reading the book,] I felt love and surrender, and forgiveness and an acceptance of myself such as
I have never experienced. A must-read for everybody.â€• â€”Readers' Favorite Book
ReviewMERCEDES KIRKEL is a multi-award-winning author and channel for Mary Magdalene.
She's based out of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and the San Francisco Bay Area. To learn more about
Mercedes and her work, visit www.mercedeskirkel.com.
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In this book Mary Magdalene offers her perspective in many areas in regard to the spiritual,
emotional and physical challenges and opportunities that we experience as humans. Each
channeled message is followed by Mercedes Kirkel's interpretation, giving us deeper insight into the
meaning and significance that underlies Mary's message. Mary addresses a variety of subjects
ranging from the divine feminine to the purpose and value of embracing our emotions. Conveying
heartfelt compassion and acceptance with a forthright dignity, Mary's messages inspire me toward
lovingly accepting myself and others more deeply. I can see why Mary chose Mercedes as a
conduit for her messages. She communicates with an incisive clarity that illuminates the gems of
wisdom that Mary offers, while often pointing to a cultural context that helps us understand our
roots. This book is a treasure trove of deep spiritual wisdom conveying practical insights and tools
that support our spiritual and emotional growth, offering new inspiration with every chapter.

This simple but very beautiful book, is not the only one chanelled from Mary Magdalene, but the
latest and the best one up to now. 2000 years ago, Mary Magdalene was with Jesus in a very
important mission but was not acknowledged at that time and almost for all the years up to now.

After 13,000 years of DIVINE MASCULINE ENERGIES, the DIVINE FEMININE ENERGIES are
NOW given to us. This is HER TIME... and Mary Magdalene, in this channel is giving us THE
LATEST AND THE BEST to help us KNOW WHO WE ARE AND WHAT TO DO... Read and
discover the main causes of our problems and the simple solutions to all of them. She is precise,
simple and all LOVING... ENTER THE RIVER OF LOVE with HER NOW. The channeller and writer,
Mercedez Kirkel does also a magnificent work by lovingly sharing of her own experiences.

Mary Magdalenes' messages pierce directly into the heart through her transmissions in the book,
Mary Magdalene Beckons: Join the River of Love. Mary comes to teach us that love is a path to
God. It's a journey of cultivating, expanding and opening our feeling heart which is the Feminine
aspect of our spirit. Mary's tells us that we are being called to strengthen the Feminine path to God
as a compliment to the Masculine path to God.Mary shares..."Everyone must develop both sides of
their relationship to God, their Feminine side of love and their Masculine side of consciousness.
They are like two sides of a coin, two faces of the same Being". She goes on to say... "You can
think of these as two paths to God: one is the path of love, and one is the path of consciousness.
Both paths eventually lead to each other, because in truth they aren't separate". Now is the time
where we are being called to attain balance and union with the Feminine and Masculine aspects of
spirit so that we may progress to the next level of spiritual development. It is a call to Divinity
through Unity in the Oneness with God and all Beings.Mary's channeled messages begin each
chapter and are followed by Mercedes Kirkel's thoughtful commentary. Mercedes's insights, through
her life experiences shine a light on Mary's teaching in a way that helps the heart expand and
resonate more deeply into the truth of the message.The book can be summed up best in Mary's
own words:"Open your heart, feel from your heart, live from your heart. Let your mind be in service
to your heart. It is really that simple, but for most of you, it is not that easy. That is why I have talked
so much about what you must do to be able to do this."Mary and Mercedes, as our teachers in Mary
Magdalene Beckons: Join the River of Love, will lead you on a transformational journey..."to your full
union with undifferentiated Source, which is what all beings truly desire."

The author of this book has spent years studying and practicing metaphysics and not long ago
received twenty-five messages from Mary Magdalene. There are many channels who say they
receive messages from Mother Mary and I always presumed they meant Mary Magdalene for in the
agnostic gospels two speak of Mary Magdalene being at the right hand of Jesus and after his death,
interpreted his teachings for the disciples.In this instance, Spirit has identified itself as Mary

Magdalene and her channeled messages are beautiful, profound and applicable for this day and
age. In each chapter after Mary's message, the author enlarges on it to help the reader understand
its fullness, based on her understanding and in some instances, she added metaphysical tools that
she has utilized over the years.Although this book perhaps is more suitable for those who have
studied and practiced metaphysics, the messages are simple enough that they are easily
understood for they speak much about love in all its aspects, and the only part that might be
somewhat confusing is when the messages speak of the Divine Feminine and the Divine
Masculine.With these reflections in mind, I recommend this book as enlightening, beautiful and
uplifting for these trying times.

In Mary Magdalene Beckons, Mercedes Kirkel not only imparts wisdom of the the Divine feminine,
but practical and detailed processes for understanding this wisdom.Whether a beginner into the
metaphysics of Being or one who has long been a follower, this book will be a source of comfort and
sacred partnership on one's individual journey to Self.The reader is the dear one, the beloved,
gently led along a map of consciousness, perhaps new realities, and always feeling enveloped by
the greatest unconditional and Divine Love. Mary Magdalene Beckons~Join the River of Love is
pure and honest in its telling, always sacred, always authentic.
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